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Introduction 
 
2016 was a calm year, mainly with existing programs and project continuing and expanding.  2016 
was also the year that many students participating in our sponsorship program, finished their studies 
and graduated.  What’s more, a big step was taken by registering Egoli Africa as an official cbo in 
Uganda itself.  The drought we have experienced in Uganda the last months of the year, have  
“pushed” us to new activities in the field of agriculture: exploring the advantages of hydroponic 
farming.   Work progresses, continues and develops. 
 
We proudly present this year’s annual report, the Annual Report 2016. 
 
Esther Haaisma, director of Egoli Africa 
David Kawomera, managing director of Egoli Africa 
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Objectives Egoli Africa 

The objectives of Egoli Africa are: 

 Assisting children to receive education and to improve their marginalised circumstances in 

Uganda 

 Giving material, financial and moral support to  marginalised and vulnerable groups in 

Uganda 

 Setting up sensitization programs to create knowledge and awareness about the prevention 

of hiv/aids and setting up, promoting and supporting other health care programs in Uganda 

 Empowering women in Uganda 

Egoli Africa runs a number of chore projects in the fields of healthcare, education, agriculture and 

empowerment that gives people from the communities it works with tools to become independent 

and self-sustainable through education and work.   

At the end of 2016,  it can be concluded that Good Shepherd High School will be an independent 

school from the start of 2017 on.  Good Shepherd High School is capable of running their educational 

program without outside support in 2017.   The bricklaying project in Kisozi can enter a new phase by 

entering its own premises and working hand in hand with a carpentry project to be set up early 2017.  

In 2016, the partnership with the Birthing Kit Foundation has grown tremendously and more and 

more women in different areas in East Uganda received birthing kits to ensure clean and safe birth 

giving.  The medical center  in Kameke moved to a new location in the latter half of 2016, aiming to 

ensure a better environment for patients.  A new plan was made to combine water & sanitation with 

vocational training which will result in a new cooperation with branch organisation Partin and de 

Gevulde Waterkuik in 2017.   Egoli Africa has worked for another year to give people in communities 

tools to improve their basic needs and become self-sustainable through work and education and to 

make sure projects can progress and evolve.   
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Local partners 

Egoli Africa cooperates with local partners in Uganda.   

Good Shepherd Care Ministries was Egoli Africa’s local partner in the area of Kameke in Pallisa 

district.  Good Shepherd Care Ministries was the local partner that worked together with Egoli Africa 

on implementing projects in education (Good Shepherd High School for example), in health care 

(Good Shepherd Medical Center) and water & sanitation (water & sanitation projects such as Water 

in Pallisa).   

In 2016, Egoli Africa deepened the partnership with the Iganga based ngo Initiative Uganda led by 

Mukasa Nassar.  In cooperation with Initiative Uganda, waterfilters were distributed to families in the 

area of Iganga and birthing kits were given out with the assistance of village health teams.  Our 

positive experiences with Initiative Uganda has led to a continuation of the partnership and will 

result in an extensive cooperation with regards to the initiative of ResiRest in 2017. 

In the field of agriculture, Egoli Africa has sought to learn from the expertise of the Farm House 

Uganda, a Lira based cbo that is active in animal husbandry and agri-technologies.  Especially with 

developments in the field of agriculture in the area of Kisozi, the expertise of the Farm House Uganda 

is very valuable and Egoli Africa aims to work together in training community members and staff. 

Though less active in 2016, Amayinja Crafts remains the partnership to unite selling and marketing 

crafts by different individual artists, crafts people and crafts groups. 

Egoli Africa Uganda became a reality in 2016 and will play an important key role in Kamuli district in 

the future.  As Egoli Africa Uganda is closely linked and connected to Egoli Africa,  more attention is 

paid to their role in the next chapter. 
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Egoli Africa Uganda 

Egoli Africa Uganda was finally registered as an official Ugandan community based organization (cbo). 

The registration of Egoli Africa Uganda is very important for the projects in Kamuli district. In each 

area where Egoli Africa works, we cooperate with a local partner and for projects in Kamuli district 

this will be Egoli Africa Uganda.   

Egoli Africa Uganda is led by community members with an interest in developing education, 

healthcare and agriculture in this area.   

The registration of Egoli Africa Uganda as an official cbo is an important step for Egoli Africa, as the 

cbo will be our right hand in this area and which gives us the opportunity to expand projects in this 

area as well as becoming more visible and gaining ground there. 
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Projects of Egoli Africa in 2016 

The following projects were monitored by Egoli Africa in 2016: 

 Good Shepherd High School in Kameke 

 Good Shepherd Medical Center in Kameke 

 Healthcare program  

 Bricklaying vocational program in Kisozi 

 Goats project Kisozi 

 Amayinja Crafts 

 Sponsorship 

 Worldschool 

 

Good Shepherd High School in Kameke 

Egoli Africa has been a partner of Good Shepherd High School since 2014.  Since 2014, classrooms 

and dorms were constructed, a watertank installed and several educational programs started, such 

as the Fair Pen project, menstrual hygiene workshops and the Worldreader program.  Toothbrushes 

were provided by Global Grins to start oral hygiene lessons at school.  Good Shepherd Farm (which 

involves rearing livestock and  crop growing to benefit a food program at the school) is linked to the 

school.  The number of pupils attending Good Shepherd High School has risen to a close 400 in 2016.  

The first pupils have taken their exams in 2016.  Thanks to the Besos sponsor run, Egoli Africa was 

able to construct amongst others a new kitchen at Good Shepherd High School this year.   At the end 

of the year, Good Shepherd High School was admitted in the Books as Bridges program by the 

International Book Project.  This program stimulates exchange of letters between schools and pupils 

to create cultural understanding and acceptance.  Despite there are still needs at Good Shepherd 

High School, the school has grown rapidly since the start and the school is capable of running without 

financial output from outside.  Egoli Africa and Good Shepherd Care Ministries have concluded that 

the construction of different buildings and the set up of different programs at the school itself as well 

as in the field of agriculture has led to Good Shepherd High School being able to run independently.  

Therefore, Egoli Africa can successfully round off this project.  
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Menstrual Hygiene Workshops at Goshis in 2016 

 

Toothbrushes for oral hygiene lessons, provided by Global Grins 

Good Shepherd Medical Center in Kameke, 

Good Shepherd Medical Center has continued its services for the community of Kameke and 

surroundings in 2016. Good Shepherd Medical Center was again able to admit and treat patients, test 

patients, give out birthing kits to pregnant women and continue its partnership with the two schools 

– Good Shepherd Nursery and Primary School and Good Shepherd High School – to treat pupils, 

especially those in the boarding section.  The ambulance service continued its services in its second 

year since the launch of the ambulance service.  The old location of the medical center in the center 

of Kameke became too small.  What’s more, the establishment of a bar next door was not favourable 

for the medical center.  Around May this year, the medical center moved to a bigger location 

elsewhere in Kameke to continue its services there. 
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Mathew Achara, student in Egoli Africas sponsorship program, finished his studies and now works 

fulltime at the medical center.  Charles Okia, previously responsible for the daily activities at the 

medical center, left the medical center to pursue a job elsewhere.  Egoli Africa has faith that Mathew 

Achara is able to take over from Charles Okia and monitor the daily activities, nurses and patients 

who come for medical assistance. 

 

The handout of birthing kits in cooperation with Good Shepherd Medical Center in Kameke 

Egoli Africa has decided that the current Good Shepherd Medical Center can continue independently 

and has handed over the monitoring entirely to local partner Good Shepherd Care Ministries. 

Healthcare program 

Egoli Africa runs a small scale healthcare program and activities in this field in the areas where it 

operates.   

Birthing Kits 

Birthing Kits are provided to pregnant women to promote hygiene during birthgiving.  The birthing 

kits are provided thanks to the partnership with the Birthing Kit Foundation from Australia.  Birthing 

kits are handed out to women in Kameke, Iganga and Kisozi and surroundings.  Egoli Africa works 

together with Good Shepherd Care Ministries, Initiative Uganda and Egoli Africa Uganda to provide 

pregnant women with birthing kits.  In Iganga, Initiative Uganda organised health meetings with the 

assistance of Village Health Teams to promote hygiene during birthgiving with the use of items from 

the birthing kits.  Pregnant women indicate that without a birthing kit, they can be denied help at 

hospitals.  Therefore, the birthing kits contribute to women getting professional assistance during 

birthgiving at hospitals and decreasing birth related deaths.  In 2017, the Australian organization the 

Birthing Kit Foundation, will pay a visit to Egoli Africa in Uganda. 
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MommaLuv packages 

Egoli Africa also works together with MommaLuv from the Netherlands to give newborn babies a 

better start in life: a MommaLuv package contains food and fruit for the mother, clothes, sheets and 

blankets, soap, a basin,  mosquito net and other baby products which enables women to recover 

from pregnancy and birthgiving and give their newborns good care during their first weeks of their 

lives. 

 

During one of the health events organized by Initiative Uganda, a mentally challenged woman called 

Mutesi received a birthing kit. Mutesis circumstances at home were desperate: her housing 

conditions provided no protection for herself and her children.  Mutesi received a MommaLuv 
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package to improve safety at her place.  Unfortunately, Mutesis newborn baby died shortly after 

birth. 

 

Water & sanitation 

In 2016, Egoli Africa has distributed waterfilters to households in Kameke, Iganga and Jinja with the 

assistance of Initiative Uganda.  Sensitization about the importance of clean drinking water and 

hygiene was giving at several health events.   
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A water quality check was carried out by the National Water and Sewerage Corporation for former 

partner Aqua for All in connection with major water & sanitation projects in Kameke, Pallisa district 

and Bulamka, Kamuli district.  The survey concluded that the water quality is good and that the 

provisions are still in good condition.  The level of iron in one of the boreholes in Bulamka was a bit 

high, but doesn’t  cause any threat to people’s health according to the survery carried out. 

Bricklaying vocational program 

At the end of 2015, the bricklaying vocational program in Kisozi was initiated.  A training was given to 

a large group of young men on how to operate the ISSB presses and make eco friendly bricks.  This 

small scale program that initially started at an individual’s private place, has grown to be expanded at 

Egoli Africa’s own vocational training center.  A building was constructed that offers space for 

different vocational programs: tailoring, knitting, hairdressing, making bricks and carpentry.  2016 

was used to construct the building, construct toilets, plan the set up of a carpentry department and 

the purchase of carpentry tools.  The vocational training programs and goats project are located at 

the same site, which offers opportunities to develop a demonstration farm and practical trainings.  

Egoli Africa will focus on the development of this program between 2016 – 2018. 
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Goats project Kisozi 

A goat project for the elderly was started in Kisozi this year.  More than 20 elderly people, who have 

the responsibility of looking after grandchildren are participants in this project and have received a 

female goat.  The participants receive close guidance and monitoring with regards to rearing and 

breeding goats.  Egoli Africa has constructed a goats shed at their own location in Kisozi, where Egoli 

Africa’s own female goats, male goats and offspring are reared.  The first female goats born shall be 

handed over to new participants in the program.  It is expected that this will happen in the first half 

of 2017.   In 2017, Egoli Africa plans to conduct agriculture trainings for the participants in this 

project.  Knowledge and awareness about rearing goats and other animals and making them a source 

of income is the key objective of the program.  Ivan Tenywe is assistant in monitoring the goats 

program. 
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Amayinja Crafts 

In 2016, Amayinja Crafts were sold in a shop called Jouw Marktkraam in Wageningen, the 

Netherlands.    Egoli Africa has noticed that decrease of sales of necklaces, bracelets and earrings 

continues.  It is quite hard to find a market for these products, compared to the beginning years.  

Apart from offering a new range of products, Egoli Africa thinks it is necessary to invest more energy 

in online sales through its own website (www.amayinjacrafts.com), through platforms such as Etsy 

and through using Instagram effectively.  In 2016, job vacancies on our website, newsletters or at 

volunteer centers, have not had the desired result to attract an Amayinja Crafts marketeer.  The wish 

to attracts an Amayinja Crafts marketeer is prominent. 

 

Sponsorship 

The sponsorship program grew again in 2016 and we were able to accept a number of secondary 

school pupils in the program thanks to support received for this group. 

2016 is also the year that a group of tertiary students graduated. 

The following students have completed their studies this year: 

 David Kawomera, who studied at the National Teachers College in Gulu. 

 Mathew Achara, who studied nursing at the Agule school of Nursing and Midwifery in Agule. 

 Martin Otema Obwoch, who studied ICT at the Bethel Training Institute in Jinja. 

 Olive Mudondo, who studied tailoring at Kisuubi vocational training center in Entebbe. 

Their graduation ceremonies are expected to follow in 2017.  Egoli Africa is extremely proud of the 

above students and their achievements. 

Unfortunately, Egoli Africa also experienced a severe case of misbehaviour and failure to complete a 

studies by one of their sponsored students.  Michael Malinga was expelled from his studies and has 

failed to complete his second year of his studies.  Though it is the first time Egoli Africa experiences 

such a situation, Egoli Africa has responded adequately by rejecting Michael Malinga to continue 

taking part in the sponsorship program.   

In 2016, school fees and necessities were paid for: 
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Primary school: 

 Natasha Mukyala  

 Agnes Favor  

 Alex Mukaire 

 Rachel Mukisa 

 Samuel Kiirya  

 Paul Kintu  

 Wilson Kintu  

 Sylivia Mpatalyona  

 Joan Tibenda  

 Brian Achoroi  

 Saniya Namugonda 

Sylivia Mpatalyona has finished primary school and will go to secondary school in Jinja in 2017. 

Brian Achoroi has made a change to another primary school, which has done him a lot of good: his 

school results have improved tremendously. 

University/tertiary education:  

 Grace Aaya, who studies forestry and product engineering at Makerere University in Kampala 

 David Kawomera,  who studies maths and sports science at the National Teachers College in 

Gulu.  

 Mathew Achara, who studies to become a nurse at a scho  

 Michael Malinga, who studies civil engineering.  

 Olive Mudondo, who studies tailoring at a vocational training institute in Entebbe.  

 Martin Otema Obwoch, who studies ICT at the Bethel Training Institute in Jinja. 

 Woira Jackison, who studies history and religious studies at the National Teachers College in 

Kaliro. 

Secondary school: 

 Godfrey Tenywa  

 Faith Apolot  

 Lucy Ajeko  

 Philip Ojone  

 Vincent Aboki  

 Mary Katooko  

 Peter Okaude 

Godfrey Tenywa has not passed his third year at secondary and has indicated he would like to make a 

change to vocational training.  Godfrey would like to study to become a car mechanic at St Joseph 

Vocational Training Center in Kamuli.  Egoli Africa supports his decision and finds it positive that a 

student indicates that vocational training will benefit him more than continuing struggling in regular 

secondary education.  Egoli Africa will continue to support Godfrey and will search for support such 

that he can continue schooling in 2017. 

The school results of the other secondary school pupils above (who were all pupils at Good Shepherd 

High School in Kameke) have been rather poor throughout the year.  Support for these pupils will not 

continue through Egoli Africa in 2017. 
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The sponsorship program shall continue in 2017 and Egoli Africa looks forward to witnessing Grace 

Aaya complete her university studies then. 

Our sponsorship program is monitored in Uganda by David Kawomera, who shall continue to do so in 

2017.  There is still a high need to have a sponsorship manager in the Netherlands, who is capable of 

attracting new private sponsors.  Egoli Africa is has benefitted greatly from the support of Dutch 

organizations, but also wishes to connect more children or students to a private sponsor. 

 

Worldschool 

In 2016-2017, Egoli Africa offered 3 new assignments for secondary school pupils participating in the 

Worldschool program.  The 3 assignments involved: 

1. Hiv/aids research and development of materials to be used at secondary schools in Uganda 

to educate pupils about the prevention of hiv/aids. 

2. Bonding & Bridging for teachers in Uganda: the development of a platform through which 

teachers in Uganda can share and exchange educational materials. 

3. Research about and solutions for eco friendly fruit and vegetable gardens in Uganda. 

8 different groups from 6 secondary schools throughout the Netherlands have worked on the 

Worldschool assignments for Egoli Africa.  The Worldschool Event will take place in Castricum early 

2017, where pupils will present their research and results. 

Other activities 

Early 2016, Egoli Africa received an appeal to assist a family in Kisozi with the construction of a brick 

house.  7 of their children take part in the sponsorship program.  The family’s former house was a 

mud house that collapsed several times after heavy rainfall during the rain seasons.  Egoli Africa has 

supported the family before in strengthening the walls of their mud house.  Thanks to support given, 

Egoli Africa was able to construct a small, solid house and offer the family protection. 
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Thanks to the support of Football Maties, Egoli Africa was able to hand out football materials to 

different teams again this year.  For example, Egoli Africa provided Streets Revolution in Iganga with 

some balls, as well as a football team in the Kameke area led by Egol Mattias and Ivan Tenywe’s 

football team from Kisozi received balls and shirts too. 
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Partnerships           
 

In 2016, support was mainly received from existing partners, private sponsors, bigger ngo’s such as 
the Carolus Gulden, Wereld Missie Hulp and De Grootste Familie Helpt, but also from smaller private 
funds.  The financial report shows which new and existing partners and sponsors contributed to Egoli 
Africa’s work in east Uganda.  A major donation was received through the Besos Sponsorloop (Besos 
Sponsorrun) to benefit our educational programs in East Uganda. 
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Volunteers and volunteer opportunities      
 

Egoli Africa would like to thank a number of volunteers again for their wonderful support in 2016: 

 

All Worldschool groups who worked on assisgnments for Egoli Africa’s project during 2015-2016 and 
2016-2017.   

 

Hans Janssen for his continuous support concerning the sponsorship program that enables us to 
offer young people an education in Uganda.  

 

Marjolein Dees and her family for supporting a number of children from one family.  They have 
changed their lives enormously in a positive way.  It is thanks to them that these children can receive 
an education.  

  

Willem Quist for his support to put Egoli Africa in the spotlights in Heteren and assisting with 
different activities to fundraise for the agriculture program of Good Shepherd Farm.  

 

Julienne Meijer for her everlasting moral support and contributions to our work.  

 

Mandy Ladan for working with us and for contributing to a good a start in the lives of newborns and 
their mothers through her valuable work with MommaLuv. Thanks that Egoli Africa can be a partner 
of MommaLuv! 

 

Diede Martens for her moral support and contributions to our work.  

 

All lovely ladies from Heteren and Randwijk (Mrs. Romijn, Mrs. Muys, Mrs. Pijl and Mrs Verheyen 
and their relatives who assisted them) who knitted and crocheted a large number of baby blankets 
and baby hats for young mothers in Kameke and Kisozi.  

 

Koviljka Pacin and Frits Sibers for their support for discussing and editing assignment for the 
Worldschool.  

 

We thank all volunteers and people interested in our work who have contributed in any possible way 
to enhance our work in Uganda  

Uganda 

 

Volunteer opportunities/internships. 

 

In 2016, Egoli Africa offered an internship in Kameke to two MBO students from the Netherlands.  
Our experiences during that period has made Egoli Africa decide to review the necessity of 
internships in Uganda by students from the Netherlands and to review the prevention of cultural 
clashes and the effects of miscommunication due to cultural differences and interpretations.   
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Communication and support in 2016        

 
At the end of 2016, Egoli Africa was chosen to be one of the projects that will be supported by the 
Nacht van de Fooi in 2017.   The Nacht van de Fooi is entirely run by students and has student boards 
in the major cities in the Netherlands.  This will enable Egoli Africa to reach a new audience. 
 
Egoli Africa became more visible in volunteer networks through posting job vacancies to which 
several people reacted.  
 
Egoli Africa’s website has been the main portal for many years for people to keep up to date about 
projects, progress in Uganda,  the latest news and job vacancies available.  Egoli Africa’s Facebook 
page and twitter are actively used to post news updates and opportunities for volunteer work and 
internships.   In 2016, Egoli Africa renewed both layout of the website of Egoli Africa and that of 
Amayinja Crafts.  The old domain name of Hope Alive Uganda was finally abandoned and Egoli 
Africa’s website is now reached directly through www.egoliafrica.org or www.egoliafrica.com.  
 
Stagemarkt is a platform where MBO students can search for opportunities for internships abroad.  A 
growing number of students enquire about opportunities and an increase in contacts with schools is 
visible.    
 
On a regular basis (that is, three to four times a year), Egoli Africa sends out newsletters to its 
supporting network. 
 
Egoli Africa posted job vacancies at the website of Kleine Goede Doelen (an initiative by branch 
organization Partin)  and plans to make use of the platform Gederland Helpt in 2017. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.egoliafrica.org/
http://www.egoliafrica.com/
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Fundraising           
 
Fundraising in 2016  
 
In 2016, Egoli Africa received support for its projects in Uganda mostly through partnerships with 
existing partners and new partners and support from sponsors and donors.  
Support from the Besos sponsorrun gave our work in Uganda an enormous boost.  
Also, Jouw Marktkraam in Wageningen offered a salespoint again for Amayinja Crafts.  
In 2016, Egoli Africa did not participate at markets or events to sell Amayinja Crafts to support our 
work in Uganda. 
Egoli Africa notices that sales of necklaces and bags has decreased again and wonders whether this 
can be given a new boost with the assistance of an Amayinja Crafts marketer or marketing & 
communications intern. 
 

 
Amayinja Crafts for sale at Jouw Marktkraam in Wageningen 

 
 
Fundraising in 2017 
 
In 2017, the same as in 2016 applies to Egoli Africa:  the focus will again be on establishing a 
cooperation with goat farms and organic farms to benefit the agriculture programs in Kisozi.  What’s 
more, Egoli Africa needs help in  exploring in what way a cooperation with businesses and companies 
can be set up next to the existing partnerships with organizations active in the field of international 
cooperation.  To explore this field, Egoli Africa needs a volunteer to join the organization that will 
focus on fundraising tasks.   Naturally, Egoli Africa strives to maintain the existing partnerships with 
partners, donors and sponsors as well.    
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Online fundraising  
 
Again in 2016 – just like in the previous years -  Egoli Africa made use of the platform of the 1 % club 

to raise funds online.  Funds were raised online to purchase materials to set up a tailoring 

department in the vocational center.  Egoli Africa also tried out the platform of Dream or Donate in 

2016, but feels accesibility and terms and conditions of the platform of the 1 % club suits Egoli Africa 

better.  

The donation module at the ‘old’ website has disappeared on the ‘new’ website, because Egoli Africa 

now makes use of Wordpress instead of Joomla.  Egoli Africa will do research on how to reinstall a 

donation module with Wordpress on its website.   The possibility to donate online through its 

Facebook page is still in existence and can be used safely. 
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Future 

Projects of Egoli Africa in 2017 

Projects/activities to be monitored/carried out in 2017 are: 

 Vocational training in Kisozi 

 Agriculture in Kisozi 

 Water & sanitation in Kisozi 

 Healthcare in Kisozi and Iganga 

 Sponsorship program 

 Amayinja Crafts 

Vocational training in Kisozi 

In 2017, the bricklaying training program will move to its own location at the vocational training site 

in Kisozi.  At this location, a carpentry training/work program will be set up this year.  The 

site/location offers space for other vocational programs such as tailoring, hairdressing and even a 

literacy program for adults.  A plan shall be made for that.  We also expect the arrival of tools and 15 

bikes from Tools to Work in 2017. 

The site of the vocational center in Kisozi not only offers opportunities for vocational trainings in 

Kisozi, but also offers opportunities for different programs to benefit and unite the community of 

Kisozi, schools and youths in Kisozi.  For example: practical crafts classes for youths and women, 

sports activities, sensitization programs and workshops can be part of the services of the center. 

 

The vocational training site during the construction phase in 2016 

Agriculture in Kisozi 
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Agriculture in Kisozi comprises the goats program for elderly people, piggery and crop growing. 

The goats program for elderly people will continue without financial input.  In fact, around May 2017 

goats that were born since the start of the program are old enough tob e handed over.  Thus, new 

participants will be selected and goats handed over.  Intensive monitoring and guidance concerning 

goats rearing continues. 

The wish is to expand piggery.  Piggery is still in a start up phase and relatively small: currently there 

are 8 pigs in wooden pig sties.  In 2017, attention will be paid and needs to be paid to good nutrition, 

a market to sell pigs and/or meat and making piggery a profitable business.  This means that decent 

and spacious brick pig sties need to be constructed and attention should be paid tot he type of 

breeds this project will accept. 

In 2016, we have experienced drought and difficulties to find grass and leaves to feeds goats (and 

pigs).  Hydroponic farming can be the solution to difficulties with feeding animals.  Training and 

knowledge about hydroponic farming is needed in the first place.  Funding is needed to train staff 

and community members.  First steps will be taken in stetting up hydroponic farming. 

Water and sanitation in Kisozi 

In 2017, Egoli Africa will work together with the Dutch branch organization Partin and de Gevulde 

Waterkruik in water & sanitation.  Egoli Africa will train young men to be watertank 

constructors/builders.  What’s more, two more brick presses shall be purchased, namely brick 

presses that can make curved bricks.  Curved bricks can be used to make calabash water tanks.  

Makiga Engineering Services shall again conduct a training on how to operate the issb presses and 

make curved bricks.  After the trainings, 24 water tanks shall be constructed at schools and health 

centers in Kisozi and surroundings.  The young men shall receive assistance to set up their own 

watertank construction enterprise.  This will become part of the vocational programs in Kisozi.   

 

Healthcare in Kisozi and Iganga 

Birthing Kits 

Egoli Africa shall continue its partnership with the Birthing Kit Foundation and continue providing 

birthing kits to pregnant women in Kisozi, Iganga and possibly other communities in Kamuli district.  
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In 2017, the Birthing Kit Foundation shall pay a visit to Iganga and Kisozi where we distribute the 

birthing kits and make a documentary about the impact of birthing kits. 

MommaLuv packages 

Egoli Africa will also continue to work with MommaLuv to provide new mothers and their babies a 

best start in life. 

Ambulance service Kisozi 

Egoli Africa wishes to launch 3 ambulance services in Kamuli district that follow the same procedure 

as the ambulance service that was launched in Kameke: an ambulance shall be purchased with Pulse, 

an ambulance hotline opened and sensitization about the purpose and the possiblilties of calling in 

the help of the ambulance service in the respective communities shall follow. 

Sponsorship program 

In 2017, 16 students and pupils shall be enrolled at primary school, secondary school, tertiary 

education and university. In 2017, we expect 2 students doing a vocational training and a university 

studies to graduate: Grace Aaya will graduate from Makerere University and Olive Mudondo will get 

her certificate from Kisuubi vocational training school.   We hope to get support for Godfrey Tenywa 

from an NGO.  Egoli Africa is able to pay tuition fees for a large number due to reserves created or 

profits from sales of handmade crafts.  However, it is in desperate need of more sponsors to support 

the sponsorship program.  Also, Egoli Africa is again in need of assistance in the Netherlands 

concerning fundraising for the sponsorship program.  

Amayinja Crafts 

Amayinja Crafts sales shall continue, online and offline.  Fashionable products can be bought online 

through www.amayinjacrafts.com.   The possibilities of Instagram combined with Etsy shall be 

explored.  The products offered through the years were mainly jewelry and accessories like bags 

from Uganda, but Egoli Africa wonders whether handcrafted products in general and not necessarily 

from Uganda only can find a market through for example Etsy too.  The aim remains to support 

individual artists and crafts groups.   

2017 Targets 

Targets for 2017 are:  

 Closing sponsorship with students who graduate succesfully.   

 Intensive monitoring of the vocational program in Kisozi.  

 Developing a long term plan for the agriculture program to become sustainable and durable: 

exploring the possibilities of Aquaponics and Hydroponics in Kisozi  

 Attracting new partners for projects and private sponsors for students and pupils taking part 

in the sponsorship program.  

 Carrying out all projects and activities in a transparent way that can be accounted for.  

 Promoting  Egoli Africa’s projects at events, in churches, schools etc. 

 Attracting an Amayinja Crafts marketeer 

 Designing plans for activities at the vocational center in Kisozi to attract, empower and link 

youths, community members and schools. 

 Organizing sports activities for schools and youths in Kisozi with the objective to unite 

youths from different schools and to promote a healthy life style. 
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 Setting up educational programs – such as the Fair Pen project – at different schools in Kisozi 

with the objective to unite schools, teachers and youths in Kisozi. 

 Team members of Egoli Africa conducting workshops themselves to enhance ties with the 

community. 

 Exploring ideas about the start of a primary school in the Kisozi area.  Research about the 

feasibility needs to be conducted. 
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Final conclusion 

Egoli Africa has contiued its work at steady pace the past year: projects and programs stabilized, 

grew and moved forward, partnerships in both the Netherlands and Uganda continued and Egoli 

Africa Uganda was born.  At the end of 2016, we can conclude we have fully returned our work to 

Kamuli district.  We are fully back in the community where we started in 2008 and we mainly want to 

work towards uniting different groups in the community through education, work and lifeskills.  We 

hope that in 2017 we can take a stand amidst the community and play an active role by working 

amongst the community, not just through governing and monitoring, but through being part of the 

educational processes itself.  

 


